
Hi Terry, 

 

   Here are some pix of my little SS-40 receiver project. I used a Ten-Tec TPB49 (picture a,b,c,d) en-

closure and the DDSs from Douglas Pongrance N3ZI (pictures h,I,j,k,l). I plan to graft a New England 
QRP group NEScaf kit to provide more selectivity. It is a great filter. The DDS addition works but I 

still need a bit of work to get it correct so that It reads correctly on the LCD dial. I plan to build a little 

DDS amp so that I can drive my NS-40 super transmitter. This might include some relays to switch the 

DDS smoothly between the receiver and transmitter.  

 

   The big challenge in building the SS-40 was installing the SMT mixer. It went on easily with the 

help of a little home made tool I copied from the super AADE site (aade.com)- on the net (pixtures 

r,s,t,u,v). I planned to install the little smt piece first to show how easily it is to install with the simple 

toy.  

    I am indebted to Jim Kortge k8iqy whose kind assistance and guidance helped me install the DDS 

unit. Here are his instructions: Jim’s SS-40 worked like a charm. He has designed a great receiver. 
 

“I’d connect (DDS output) to the VXO string at the location of C50 and C52. To do that, remove one 

lead of C50 so that the crystals are not connected through that 47 pf capacitor and connect the output 

of the DDS to the pad where C52 would be installed. You can then use the TR2 trim pot to set the drive 

level to the mixer. You want to have about 0.5 volts RMS on the LO port of the mixer to make it oper-

ate correctlly. Another way to adjust the mixer drive is to tune in a signal and increase the setting of 

TR2 until the signal peaks and then give the pot another few percent more and call it good” 

 

Before I installed the DDS unit I had installed (and afterwards removed) a 10K multi turn pot for the 

tuning control and found it very useful. Presently I just reversed the 10K pot in place here since it has 

no effect on tuning. I will later on remove this pot since I don’t need it.  

 
As you can see there is room in the enclosure for a little DDS amp to beef up the output of the DDS, 

some relay work to stitch the DDS between the receiver and transmitter, and the New England qrp 

group NEScaf audio filter.  

 

This is turning out to be a great learning opportunity and fun besides.  
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